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Introduction 
Nowadays there are few teacher education specialized virtual spaces for sharing 

digital content (Carramolino Arranz & Rubia Avi, 2013; Earp, Sarti, & Bocconi, 2011; 
EdReNe, 2010). Multiple digital resources for this field can be found, though they are 
usually scattered in multiple spaces. Therefore it is difficult to find resources with 
certain specific pedagogical features. Additionally, sharing and reusing digital 
content among teachers is not a common practice in the context of education. Some 
programs and projects have been proposed considering the education policies and 
international funding programs, both European and nationals (CORDIS, 2009; 
European Commission, 2005, 2008, 2010, 2011; Red.es, 2012) favouring the 
creation of web spaces to solve these problems. 

 However, there are many valuable educational portals that enable both digital 
content and sharing knowledge among their users. Furthermore, every day we 
experience technological advances leading to greater customization of services and 
improving the quality of tools for sharing content and creating professional networks. 

An attempt to overcome this situation is the Share.TEC (Sharing Digital 
Resources in the Community Teacher Education) (Share.TEC Consortium, 2008) 
portal, which is the result of a project undertaken by a European consortium, funded 
by the eContentplus program (European Commission, 2008) of the 7th Framework 
Programme of the European Union. I had the opportunity to get involved in this 
project due to my membership to the Consolidated Research Unit of Castile and 
Leon GSIC-EMIC (Group of Intelligent and Information Systems - Education, Media, 
Information and Culture). I had the chance of actively participate on the construction 
and evaluation with final users, dealing with the educational and social issues. This 
research interest comes from delving into the topic with the aim of improving existing 
services devoted to education. This thesis explores the evolution of the portal 
creation and the valuable information provided by its final users along three research 
phases: phase of portal construction, launch phase and post-construction phase. We 
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analyse this “Study 1” aiming to provide answers to the stated research questions 
and objectives. 

1. Objectives and Contributions 
Given this context, we propose five fundamental objectives in this doctoral thesis 

consisting in: A) to identify the educational, technological and social needs of teacher 
educators for sharing digital content and educational experiences; B) to identify and 
to know habits of using, sharing and reusing of digital content from teacher 
educators; C) to design an evaluation model of educational portals based on existing 
evaluation models; D) to identify good practices in portals for sharing digital content; 
and E) to propose recommendations to be considered in the design of online 
education portals for teacher training to enable sharing digital content and 
knowledge (see Figure 1). 

To accomplish these goals, contributions and limitations detected in “Study 1” are 
analysed. The users’ views of the portal are also investigated, as well as teachers’ 
and teacher educators’ habits and needs related to digital contents and educational 
portals/web services. A selection of educational portals is inquired aiming to enrich 
this information and formulate our proposal. Finally, good practices that solve users’ 
needs detected in “Study 1” are abstracted. 

As a consequence of this research, the objectives achieved give rise to the major 
contributions of the thesis: 1) The definition of pedagogical, technological and social 
needs of teacher educators and other education professionals on the use of portals 
for sharing digital educational content and experiences; 2) The proposal of a model 
for evaluating educational portals of digital content; 3) The identification of the good 
practices on educational portals and 4) A theoretical proposal for the creation / 
renovation of educational portals for teacher education (see Figure 1). 

2. Methodology 
Our methodology falls in a pragmatic worldview (Creswell, 2014) research, 

following the interpretative ontological and epistemological principles, where 
qualitative and quantitative research techniques were used. Multi-method research is 
the umbrella that covers all the studies of this thesis (Brewer & Hunter, 2006; Hunter 
& Brewer, 2003; Morse, 2003). We selected this method as the most appropriate to 
meet our research questions: 
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1) What educational, technological and social needs do potential users require 
about portals to share digital content in the field of teacher training? 

2) What characteristics should have a system for sharing educational digital 
contents and experiences for meeting the needs of teacher educators? 

To illuminate these questions we have analysed and interpreted two studies that 
converge in the proposal of pedagogical, technological and social recommendations 
for creating/remodelling educational portals that enable sharing digital content, 
experiences and knowledge suited for teacher educators: 

1) The portal Share.TEC case study. 
2) The qualitative comparative analysis of portals for sharing digital educational 

content and educational experiences. 
Besides general research objectives, we propose specific objectives (sub-

objectives) to achieve within the analysis of every study following their research 
questions (described in Chapter 3 of this dissertation). 

In the “Study 1” we have applied a multi-method approach for gathering and 
analysing data (using qualitative and quantitative techniques that were independently 
carried out; they were integrated in the interpretation of the data). We have deployed 
an intrinsic case study method. Different techniques for collecting qualitative 
(questionnaires, focus groups, think aloud protocol, etc.) and quantitative (surveys, 
collecting data automatically through Google analytics) data were applied. Data has 
been collected in three phases: I) phase of the design of the portal; II) construction 
phase; III) phase of the evaluation of results. The analysis of qualitative data has 
followed a process of data reduction (Miles, Huberman, & Saldaña, 2014; Miles & 
Huberman, 1984); the quantitative analysis has been accomplished by various 
statistical and descriptive tests based on the data characteristics. After data analysis 
and interpretation, we state the conclusions of this study in Chapter 4. We have 
applied diverse techniques of reliability and validity (in the treatment of quantitative 
data) and credibility, through severe data triangulation (Denzin, 1970) (in the case of 
qualitative data). In chapter 4 and 6 we draw some conclusions about pedagogical, 
technological, social, business and personalization aspects of online educational 
portals/web services for sharing educational digital content and experiences, based 
on the opinions of informants from national and Europe-wide contexts (reaching in 
this way objectives in this study A and B of the investigation). 
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We have applied qualitative research methods for analysing the selected 
educational portals (“Study 2) (exploratory analysis and comparative analysis). An 
evaluation model of web services/portals was designed through combining: sources 
from the literature review and the categories emerged in the data reduction of the 
“Study 1” (achieving the Objective C). Afterwards, we have analysed and compared 
every portal following the evaluation model. The main characteristics and good 
practices (pedagogical, technological, social, of personalization and economical) 
these portals share and differ from were abstracted (aiming objective D). 

Finally, we draw the final conclusions (Chapter 6) through combining the two 
studies framed on the context of this research. We obtain evidences that 
demonstrate little differences among the teacher educators and other education 
professionals about the pedagogical, technological and social needs related to 
systems for sharing digital content and educational experiences. We agree with 
other researches (Clements, Pawlowski, & Manouselis, 2015; Clements & 
Pawlowski, 2012; Lund & Hojsholt-Poulsen, 2010) and institutions (UNESCO, 2011) 
on the need of the establishment/existence of a community of practice as a 
necessary guarantee for the success of a portal. We detect the need of strengthen 
the culture of sharing and creating digital content from the teacher education 
programmes. This research is completed with the specification of a theoretical 
proposal of pedagogical, technological and social recommendations for designing 
and remodelling these portals (therefore satisfying the objective E of this research). 

3. Structure of the document 
This document is structured in the following chapters: 
We summarise the main theoretical framework of this work in Chapter 1. The 

chapter begins with an analysis of the changes that have occurred in the current 
society as a product of the evolution and integration of ICT in society and education. 
We take into account the main educational paradigms and its influence in ICT (that 
impact the organization and philosophy of the different types of educational portals). 
We state a brief description of the evolution of digital contents (highlighting open 
educational contents among them), reflecting on the issues that promote and restrict 
its use. Afterwards we introduce systems for sharing digital content in the teacher 
education context, demarcating the existent typologies and diverse ways of 
organizing content, as well as the social aspects they integrate. The final section of 
this chapter concludes with some lessons learnt in similar research experiences. 
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Chapter 2 gathers the theoretical-methodological framework of this research. 
Different perspectives that lead inquiries in social sciences are described. We justify 
why we have chosen the pragmatic vision (Creswell, 2003, 2014) for guiding this 
research, and explain our axiological, ontological, epistemological and 
methodological viewpoints. In addition we explain the choice of the multi-method 
research methodology within this framework and synthetize the advantages and 
disadvantages of its use. Afterwards inquiry rationalities that lead this work are 
delimited. We highlight the interpretative philosophical position we mainly rely on for 
interpreting our evidences. This chapter ends with a description of the research 
methodology, methods, instruments and techniques used in every study. 

Chapter 3 details the research process, objectives and questions that guide this 
work. After establishing the general aspects, we focus on each study. First, we 
describe in depth the research processes carried out in the Share.TEC intrinsic case 
study (Stake, 1995) – “Study 1”. We contextualize the case, following the Stake 
(Comisión Europea, 2005) conceptual structure. Then, we explain the three phases 
followed during this research: I) Design of the portal; 2) Portal creation; 3) Portal 
evaluation. Later techniques/pilots applied during this study are described gathering 
the research techniques used, sample methods, sample features and data gathering 
and analysis techniques. The last section of this chapter narrates the research 
process followed in the “Study 2” (portals for sharing digital content and educational 
experiences). We explain how we built the evaluation model for educational portals, 
how we selected the portals and how we analysed them. 

In chapter 4 we describe the analysis and interpretation of the Share.TEC case 
study (“Study 1”). Chapter begins with the “issue” that leads the study and its 
specification throughout topical questions and information questions. We integrate 
and triangulate the qualitative and quantitative analysis and interpretation of the data 
through a pragmatic research perspective and a multi-method research 
methodology. Last section of this chapter states the conclusions of this study 
following the structure of topical and information questions we set out for the study. 
The issue is enlightened in the conclusions of this chapter. 

Chapter 5 gathers data analysis and interpretation of the descriptive and 
comparative studies of portals for sharing digital content in the teacher education 
community (“Study 2”). Firstly we describe how we created the educational portals 
evaluation model. Secondly, we show the comparative analysis of the technological, 
pedagogical and social aspects among portals. Finally we extract some conclusions 
and highlight relevant and novel features of the analysed portals.  
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Finally chapter 6 integrates the conclusions that emerged from the two studies. 
We answer the thesis research question and show the limitations of the 
investigation. Based on the evidences, we create a proposal for creating/remodelling 
systems for sharing digital content in the teacher education community attending to: 
pedagogical, technological and social aspects. We conclude this dissertation with 
future work proposals (e.g. generating a mock-up based on our proposal and 
evaluate it with representative samples of international teacher educators). 

 

4. General outline 
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Figure 5 General framework of the dissertation 
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Conclusions, proposal and future work 
This chapter summarizes final conclusions of this investigation. The chapter is 

divided into three sections. The first one gathers the two research questions guiding 
this thesis as well as the specific questions of each study. There is explained how we 
answered to them. Section two states the main limitations of this work. Section three 
combines the main conclusions obtained during the development of this thesis with 
the conceptual proposal for designing educational portals. The chapter ends 
describing future work related to the findings of this research. 

1. Introduction 
In this chapter we compile the main contributions of this work by reflecting how 

we shed some light to the research questions that guided it. 
 To do this, we recall the general structure of the thesis. We describe how the 

general research questions and how every specific study question has been 
responded. Furthermore we show the objectives and contributions that have been 
reached in each study. 

In the second section there are collected the limitations of this study concerning 
the scope, biases and research procedures. 

In the third section we integrate the findings of this thesis and the conceptual 
proposal for the design of educational portals, based on the evidence that we have 
obtained from the two studies of this work. The design proposal is presented with the 
aim of being considered for creating or remodelling portals (or other web spaces) for 
sharing educational digital content and experiences. This proposal is primarily 
intended for the field of teacher training. Nevertheless we believe it could also be 
useful for generating any type of educational portal that integrates digital content. 
Thus, this chapter includes the main contributions of the “Study 1” (Share.TEC case 
study) and the “Study 2” (descriptive and comparative analysis of portals for sharing 
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digital content and experiences in the field of teacher education), as expressed in 
chapters 4 and 5 of this thesis, respectively. We structured the proposal and 
conclusions in three sections: "institutional recommendations"; "the educational 
portal"; and "digital content", where we address the main aspects of each. 

The final part of this chapter focuses on the discussion of the future work lines 
related to the design of portals to share educational digital content and experiences. 
They aim to foster their sharing and improvement in different educational areas. 

 

2. Conclusions 

2.1. Discussion of the research questions 
We justified in Chapter 1 the need of performing this thesis research by detecting 

the scarcity of services for sharing digital content and educational experiences for 
the community of teacher educators. Furthermore existing services are not always 
designed according to their potential users’ needs and preferences. To do this, we 
proposed to achieve the overall objectives guiding this thesis (formulated in section 3 
of Chapter 3). Aiming to reach these objectives we formulated the research 
questions that have guided this work (see Figure 1). Questions were addressed from 
the pragmatic research paradigm, following a multi-method research consisting of 
two studies. 

We have approached “Study 1” through the instrumental case study (Stake, 
1995, 2005) research method. We have analysed the experience of the creation and 
evaluation (by potential users) of a European portal for sharing digital content in the 
field of teacher training, Share.TEC. 
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Figure 1212 General research structure 

 

                                                             
212 Blue arrows from the Share.TEC central box of Figure 1 represent the data reduction process. 
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In Chapter 3 we established the “research assertion” we intended to illuminate 

through the Share.TEC case study, defined as follows: 

"We believe that technological, educational and social services Share.TEC offers meet 
the needs required by teacher educators when they access web portals and publish 
educational digital content experiences in the field of teacher education" 

To illuminate the stated assertion within the conceptual structure of Share.TEC 
case study, we raised the issue or case study tension: 

"How are educational, technological and social Share.TEC levels interrelated to address 
the needs required by potential users of systems for sharing digital content in the field 
of teacher education?" 

In Chapter 4 we established five topics that allowed us to learn more about the 
areas in which we focused our attention (through a series of informative questions 
for each statement). These were: "pedagogical issues", "technological issues", 
"social issues", "personalization issues" and "economics issues"). These questions 
inquired about aspects of both, Share.TEC portal and the habits and preferences of 
the informants about sharing digital content and educational experiences. 

We organized the findings of the case study around research topics and 
information questions (contained in section 2.4 of Chapter 4). These aspects were 
interconnected in that section, illuminating the issue and confirming the established 
assertion taking into account some nuances: 

“Services offered by Share.TEC portal partially met the needs raised by teacher 
educators when accessing and publishing digital content and experiences in the field 
of teacher training”. 

Those aspects that were not fully satisfied (as we saw in section 2.4 of Chapter 
4) will be incorporated into the design proposal we present in paragraph 2.2 of this 
chapter. Therefore we integrate data from the two studies of this research; state the 
main general conclusions; and set up a conceptual design proposal reflecting on the 
main aspects that should be included in these portals. 
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The analysis and interpretation of this study has partially met the two questions 

outlined in this thesis, because: 
1) The technological, educational and social needs demanded by teacher 

educators (and other education professionals) for accessing and sharing 
digital content and educational experiences in the field of teacher 
education were identified. This study has resulted in the "contribution 1" of 
this thesis (see Table 4). 

2) The interpretation of the evidences provided by “Study 1” gave us clues about 
certain features these portals require to meet the needs of potential users 
(delivering evidences for the "contribution 4"). 

Thus, the study contributes to the achievement of research "objectives A and B" 
(respectively associated with: the detection of users’ needs for using digital contents; 
and with teachers’ habits of using, sharing and accessing digital contents). In this 
way this study provides evidences for proposing the conceptual design proposal of 
this kind of portals (“objective E”) (see section 3 of chapter 3 – “objectives”) we 
describe below. 

Study 2 (see Table 4) explores a set of educational portals for sharing digital 
content and educational experiences. We achieved the specific objectives of this 
research (expressed in paragraph 6.1 of Chapter 3) by: 

 Creating an evaluation model of educational portals, based on the 
combination of: the categories scheme emerged after Share.TEC data 
analysis through data reduction (performed with NVivo213 software); and 
evaluation/description categories stated in relevant sources of literature 
(relating to digital repositories/portals). Thus we reached the particular Study 
2 “sub-objective a”, and "Objective C" of this thesis. This model provides 
"contribution 2" of our research. 

 Exploring and analysing the features of each educational portal, following our 
evaluation model. Thus we have identified common best practices among 
portals (reaching research "Objective D" of the thesis), as well as those 
practices that could be improved. These elements have served to provide 
conceptual ideas for the design of educational portals (satisfying the Study 2 

                                                             
213 Figure 1: Watch red arrow linking “Study 1” data analysis with “Study 2” creation of the scheme of 
categories. 
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“sub-objective b” and contributing to the thesis research "Objective E". As a 
result, "contribution 3" is achieved. 

After the analysis and interpretation from "Study 2" data, we answered the 
research question guiding this study (as we can see in its conclusions, contained in 
section 3 of Chapter 5): 

"What good practices and improvable practices can be drawn from a selection of 
educational portals?" 

Once the contributions of each study have been reflected, we proceed to show 
the two studies data integration. Next section combines the main conclusions of this 
thesis as well as our conceptual design proposal. 

2.2. Global integration of data and conceptual proposal for the 
design of educational portals. 

Along the different qualitative and quantitative tests and research instruments 
performed during and after the Share.TEC project, we inquired about the opinion of 
teachers with different profiles (teacher educators, Primary Education and 
Secondary Education teachers, researchers, engineers, psychologists, etc.). In light 
of the data there are very few differences among the different roles on their 
technical, educational and social preferences related to portals for sharing 
educational digital content. The only remarkable nuance is that it seems that teacher 
educators are more likely to use ICT (although we must bear in mind that many 
teacher educators within the samples had a technical background, since they were 
somehow related to educational technology). This fact makes us think that most of 
the proposals that we describe below are equally useful for professionals of different 
levels in the field of training. 

We organize this conceptual proposal for designing educational portals around 
four topics: institutional recommendations; the educational portal; educational 
aspects; and social aspects. In each topic we reflect on the contributions from the 
two studies. 

The following design considerations we describe both, complement, and are 
based on the findings obtained by similar researches that share common elements 
with our investigation (as aforementioned in section 2 of Chapter 1 of this thesis). 
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2.2.1. Institutional recommendations  
In Chapter 1 of this thesis we collected the main contributions of the Kreijns et al. 

(2013) research where authors showed there were several variables (which they 
called "distal") at three levels ("micro", "meso" and "macro") that directly influenced 
on other variables (which were denoted by the term "proximal"). Proximal variables 
were: "attitude towards the use of digital content", "subjective norm" (what you think 
others expect from you using educational digital content) and "perceived self-
efficacy". 

A) Macro-level recommendations 
We consider it is necessary that "macro-level" institutions (national, regional 

and local governments) generate programs and spaces encouraging the creation, 
use and sharing of digital content in the field of teacher education. We think these 
bodies can undertake actions that would allow teachers: fostering motivation; 
improving the self-efficacy perception in the use of ICT; and promoting the usability 
and usefulness perception of ICT and digital content in education. In the "Study 1" 
we observed the low frequency with which informants shared digital content, and the 
low frequency with which this content was publicly shared (see section A.9 Section 
2.3 of Chapter 4).  

For these reasons we consider that macro-level institutions should launch 
training programs for education professionals promoting knowledge and awareness 
on: the importance of educational portals; the relevance of creating and sharing 
digital content in real contexts - especially addressing open content (OER) and its 
various licenses-; etc. Additionally, we have highlighted the relevance of teachers 
engaging and involving in virtual and face-to-face communities of practice. This is a 
crucial point if we want to be consistent with current society demands, where pre-
service teachers will be the reference for the new young generations; as well as 
consistent with European policies and guidelines (in the European context) related to 
ICT integration in educational contexts (European Commission, 2013b, 2014; 
European Higher Education Area, 2012). It is also important to address these issues 
from different lifelong learning courses promoting teachers’ professional 
development. 

Educational communities are the driving force for activating services for sharing 
digital contents. There are different patterns among educational professionals with 
respect of the will of using ICT on education. There are European, national and local 
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measures (at least in Spain) sponsoring ICT expansion and immersion in the diverse 
educational contexts.  

At a macro level we suggest international, national, regional and local 
educational bodies and institutions to propose measures to encourage the creation 
and use of a web space shared by a large number of teacher educator communities. 
Such measures may include: 
1) The creation of education policies that reflect on the need of using, creating and 

sharing educational content among education professionals. We believe this 
measure could improve teaching practices, foster innovation and provide more 
quality to educational materials from every field, coinciding with ideas raised by 
(Lund & Hojsholt-Poulsen, 2010). 

2) The generation of a digital content portal primarily focused on open educational 
resources (as we described in Chapter 1, the use of these type of content 
positively impacts on educational systems). We suggest this portal should be 
managed by public organizations (e.g. National Institute of Educational 
Technologies and Teacher Training – belonging to the Ministry of Education, 
Science and Sports of Spain214). This could help ensuring the free existence 
and sustainability of the system over time.  
Companies are alternative options for creating/managing portals. In this case, 
the inclusion of sustainable business models must be considered (e.g., 
integrating payment services; advertising events / educational services; offering 
additional paid services; etc.), without losing the integrity of the portal, to ensure 
free general services. 

 
When escalable existent portals offer services of quality for teachers we suggest 

to escale them including good practices/new technologies. For instance, Spanish 
"Procomún" portal (Network of Open Educational Resources)215 is a quality portal 

                                                             
214 In Spanish this Ministry is known as “MECD”. 
215 This service is based on the former portal “Agrega” (discussed in chapter 5 of this thesis). This new 
portal has redefined the different services prevoously provided by Agrega. For instance, there have 
been made improvements in the search functionalities (it has been integrated, among others, 
folksonomies that complete initial metadata;  Semantic Web services that optimize the searches; and a 
teachers’ social network  that enables sharing educational experiences). This portal mainly integrates 
OERs for teachers, students and anyone interested in the educational levels of “preprimary”, “primary”, 
“secondary” and “vocational training”; however it is not intended for “teacher training”. 
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that could be remodeled through the time for offering their users updated services 
and functionalities. 

Our evidences show that there are no major differences between the needs of 
teacher educators and those from teachers from other educational levels when 
sharing digital content and experiences. Major differences lie in the ontology and 
metadata model. These should be aggreed by every educational community to which 
it is intended. 
3) The recruitment of people for designing and developing (or remodeling) the 

educational portal listening to the heterogeneous voices from the “actors” 
involved in the life cycle of the portal (Lund & Hojsholt-Poulsen, 2010). The 
portal should address, among others, educational, technological and social 
aspects. To ensure portal succes there should be people in charge of 
managing and administrating the portal the portal and activating its comunity 
(e.g., content manager, solving user problems, community manager, 
advertising agent, etc.). Lund et al. (2010) suggest that users themselves 
should activate communities, although it is important to have a community 
manager that encourages and mediates whenever it is required. 

4) The impact on teacher education training plans from Spanish and European 
universities. We suggest to include in training plans courses that provide 
awareness and promote the developmentng competencies of future teachers 
for creating and reusing OERs and educational experiences in web portals. In 
relation with OERs there should be taught, for instance, aspects related with 
their usage rights, and knowledge of different licences types.  
We also recommend educational institutions (such as INTEF216 or other 
european bodies) to offer lifelong learning courses promoting the stimulation of 
educational portals for sharing OERs. When users are proficient using digital 
content and technology, educational portals are more prone to be successful 
and used, since this users perceive more confidence to use them and improve 
their self-efficacy feelings around their use (Cheung, Lee, & Lee, 2013; Di 
Paola, 2007; Kreijns et al., 2013). As we saught in Chapter 1 through the 
theoretical foundation and through our “studies”, there is a limited culture os 

                                                             
216 INTEF stands for the National Institute of Educational Technologies and Teacher Training. Among 
its programs includes actions for teacher training in subjects dealing with Educational Technology (e.g., 
Teacher Professional Development Framework and Plan for Digital Culture at the School) (MECD, 
2016).  
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sharing digital contents among teachers. Moreover, as we saught in “Study 1”, 
contents are often privately shared (so that general educational community 
does not benefit from all the generated material). 

5) The last macro-level measure we propose refers to the creation of an educational 
portal for educational professionals that takes advantage of the benefits 
provided by the different sizes of communities:  

 By engaging existing specific communities of professional (e.g., 
community of professionals on Education Technology and 
Communication). 

 Trying they use this space, where the set of specific communities and 
other independent users could coexist. To do so, users should be able 
to customize the portal and choose what content and how they would 
like to visualize it (languages, areas, communities, users, pictures, etc.) 

B) Meso-level and micro-level recommendations 
From a meso-level perspective, universities have to integrate the use of ICT into 

their educational programs and courses with a pedagogical sense (in order to suit to 
political and social demands of modern society). Thus, students would normalize the 
integration of ICTs in their educational practices. We believe that when pre-service 
teachers will be aware of the relevance and benefits of sharing educational digital 
content and experiences, they would be more prone to engage in these 
communities. Therefore, this could impact on schools innovation and improve their 
quality. 

Finally, in the micro-level, we consider that ICT auto-efficacy perception of 
teachers could improve if they were required to get trained on ICTs for education 
(through lifelong learning training that would allow them get updated on the new 
technologies advances and educational methodologies and method to use them). 
We believe that by adopting this measure teachers would gain security and 
knowledge for integrate ICTs on their educational practices. In this sense, we 
suggest to train teachers in the use, creation and sharing of digital contents. In a 
similar way, their attitude towards the use and sharing of digital content would be, in 
terms of Kreijns et al. (2013), a factor that would encourage the willingness of use 
and integration of these technologies in teaching practices. 

We propose a series of recommendations for designing/remodelling portals 
devoted to the teacher education context regarding the needs of their final users. 
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These recommendations are based on the current state of educational portals and 
digital contents for teacher education, on the European perspectives and policies 
regarding their use, and on the results from our study and similar studies (Cervone, 
2012; Cheung et al., 2013; Di Paola, 2007; Kreijns et al., 2013; Lund & Hojsholt-
Poulsen, 2010; Warwick, 2012; Yalcinalp & Emiroglu, 2012).217 Our proposal 
integrates, combines and complements all these works recommendations. 

We found a great coherence between our evidences and the recommendations 
proposed by Lund et al. (2010) to generate educational portals, since through our 
research we extracted very similar proposals. We extend their proposals and focus 
them on the field of teacher training. 

2.2.2. The educational portal for teacher training  
When designing a website, it is essential to think about the orientation and 

objectives underlying their basis. Based on these principles, it is necessary to 
consider how to design a portal satisfying the needs and preferences of their 
potential users. We describe below the main recommendations we suggest for 
designing educational portals: 

A) Portal access 
The access to the educational portal can combined several methods of access. 

As we analysed in various “Study 2” portals, a mix between public access to limited 
services, and private access could be combined. Private access involves signing up 
into the portal, and could allow users reviewing, commenting, accessing information 
and personalizing features – e.g., "my portal", etc.). This type of access is 
appropriate to preserve the safety of users and the private information they share. 

In light of our data, it is positive to offer the possibility of registering through other 
existing services accounts (Google or Facebook, for example), among other 
reasons, to avoid forgetting access data and to avoid the multiplicity of accounts. 

To ensure security, it is useful to include CAPTCHAs for preventing automatic 
accounts creation and SPAM within the portal. 

                                                             
217 These studies results have been gathered in section 2 from Chapter 1. 
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B) Architecture of the portal 
In the Share.TEC project there were difficulties for improving the portal based on 

users recommendations, since the architecture was created before their evaluation. 
The architecture was designed without taking into account their views from the 
beginning. From our view, evaluating mock-ups of the portal through iterative 
evaluation before constructing it is a good practice. After several iterations, a portal 
that meets their final users needs and preferences can be created. 

 
It is necessary to design flexible and adaptable portals that allow interoperability 

with other systems (based on standards), as well as the integration of “future” and 
existing tools and services (Lund & Hojsholt-Poulsen, 2010) (e.g., "tweets", 
"Hangouts", "importing own contacts’ e-mail accounts", etc.). There is no need of 
“reinventing the wheel”, since there are useful tools and services that could be 
integrated in the architecture of new portals. These tools should be presented to its 
final users in a way that meet their needs. By integrating "future tools" we mean that 
portals must be designed to allow the incorporation of emerging technologies along 
the time (e.g., including features that enable each user customize automatic 
recommendations –functionalities that would be more powerful in a future- and 
features based on semantic technologies). 

It is interesting to think about federating services or repositories of digital content 
(such as Share.TEC portal does). This practice allows minimizing the number of 
spaces users access to; therefore, it facilitates the content retrieval. 

C) Search 
As we saw in the analysis of the "Study 2", the investigated portals offer different 

search strategies (through exploration, simple search or advanced search). Every 
type of search has several associated features (see Table 60).  

Table 68 Types of search and existing functionalities from “Study 2” analysed portals. 
Search	Types	 Functionalities	

Exploration	

 By	categories:	“area”,	“learning	unit”,	“subject”,	“professional	
development”,	“technology”,	“administrators”,	“resources	for	schools”,	
“specialities”,	“pre-primary	education”,	“way	of	life”	and	“funny	activities”.	
 By		“videos”,	“audios”,	“forum”,	“pictures”,	“docs”,	“groups”,	“classes”,	
“profiles”,	“collections”.	
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 Explore	forums	by	categories.	

Simple	
search	

 Keywords.	
 Word	forecasting.	
 Limit	the	simple	search	by	type	of	resource.	
 Show	the	number	of	results	available	as	keywords	are	written.	
 Suggestions	based	on	the	searches	performed	so	far.	
 Google	Search	engine	integrated.	

Advanced	
search	

 By	knowledge	areas	o	thematic	searches.	
 Filtering	by	the	most	active.	
 Filter	most	recent	news.	
 Filtering	by	“all	the	keywords”,	“some”,	“exclude	some	keywords”,	etc.		
 Educational	filter	selection	(way	of	use,	kind	of	digital	content,	levels,	etc.).	
 Filtering	by	educational	standards	and	competences.	
 	Filtering	by	reviewed	materials.	
 	Filtering	by	cost	and	usage	rights.	
 	Filtering	by	language.	
 	Filtering	by	resource	accessibility.	
 	Filtering	by	“location/country”.	
 	Filtering	by	“institution”.	

 
In "Study 1" we saw how users had different preferences when searching for 

resources. We believe it would be appropriate to offer the greatest possible number 
of search functionalities, to cover the different needs and preferences of every user. 

Share.TEC informants said they felt more comfortable with search interfaces that 
looked alike those they generally used. They valued positively the search system of 
the portal. Therefore, we suggest that search interfaces from portals/services should 
be designed like those offered by well-known search engines (e.g., the Google 
search engine). 

D) Interface  
We have detected common elements among the interfaces from the different 

analysed portals (in “Study 2”). They usually have simple interfaces, light 
backgrounds, comfortable font types and colours, etc. We consider useful to include 
best practices from other successful portals (not even educational) (e.g., "Destinia", 
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"Amazon", "e-Bay", "Booking.com") copying their advantageous services/features 
(e.g., ways to filter results or present). 

Thus, we believe convenient to provide simple applications for tagging metadata 
that enable users contributing with their resources and/or enriching other existing 
metadata. For this reason we recommend to show this function from every page of 
the portal/web service (not only located in the "Use" section, as we saw in 
Share.TEC). Therefore we believe advisable to have “rapid sharing” buttons to easily 
disseminate this content in other portals/services (e.g., through social networks, e-
mail, and other applications). 

It is therefore relevant to design user spaces within the portals. This spaces 
should follow existing interface design principles (UsabilityNet, 2003) related to 
personalization, usability, human computer interaction (HCI), etc. (McGreal, 2010; 
Pynoo et al., 2012; Stone, Jarrett, Woodroffe, & Minocha, 2005). Web spaces must 
take into account: the recommendations of usability from ISO/TR 16982: 2002 (ISO, 
2002), the different parts of ISO 9241 (ISO, 2015) standard as well other  guidelines 
and international standards that can be found in Usability.Net (2006) (among others) 
to promote usability, navigability and visual aspect of the portals. 

After analysing "Studio 1" and "Studio 2", we saw that many portals integrated 
very useful "hidden" features. To make the most of these features we recommend 
the incorporation of fixed “general menus” easily accessible (i.e., at the top or side of 
the interface) from every page the portal. 

E) Features 
In section 2.1.6 from chapter 5, we collected the functionalities offered by the 

analysed portals related to: personalization, language, digital content, technical 
aspects and sustainability. We think that these features can be considered for the 
design of educational portals. The inclusion of ones and/or other functionalities will 
be more appropriated depending on the potential users and objectives from every 
portal. As we saw in "Study 2" the type of educational portal determines the greater 
or lower presence of certain types of functionalities (e.g., a "social network", where 
teachers share digital contents, tends to include more social features than those 
associated with content organization). 

Functionalities collected from all the portals are: 
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Table 69 Technical Features from portals analysed in "Study 2". 

Technical	Features	 	
•	A	link/box	for	providing	feedback	to	the	owners	of	the	site.	
•	Availability	of	tutorials	or	information	to	understand	the	characteristics	of	the	site,	its	
terminology,	how	to	use	it,	etc.	
•	Configuration	of	RSS	or	Newsletters	to	receive	updated	information.	
•	Export	resources	to	Virtual	Learning	Environments.	

 

Table 70 Social features from portals analysed in "Study 2" 

Social	Features	 	
•	Access	/	creating	users’	blogs	
•	Access	to	others’	profile	
•	Forums	/	debates	
•	Create	/	view	events	
•	Webinars	
•	See	birthdays	from	the	user’	network	
•	Create	/	join	to	groups.	
•	Send	messages	/	contact	with	other	users	
•	Share	content	on	other	social	networks	by	one	click	
•	Send	material	by	mail	by	one	click	
•	Space	to	request	/	offer	help	from/to	others.	
•	Organize	resources’	authors	by	disciplines	
•	System	of	icons	to	identify	the	roles	of	users	
•	Social	recognition	systems	(e.g.	Badges)	
•	Curated	content	by	author	/	institution	/	publisher	
•	Users	online	
•	Profile	of	similar	members	
•	Make	questions	for	students	/	teachers	in	the	portal.	
•	Share	links	
•	Collaborative	Workspaces	
•	Recent	changes	in	the	portal	/	News	

	
Table 71 Features of Digital Content from portals analysed in "Study 2" 

Features	of	Digital	Content	 	
•	Access	to	digital	content	in	multiple	formats	(audio,	text,	image,	etc.)	
•	Access	to	training	courses	
•	Tool	for	creating	digital	content	
•	Vote	and	visualize	resources	ranking	
•	Comment	digital	contents	
•	Download	resources	
•	Quote	materials	
•	New	/	featured	content	/	news	
•	Information	on	educational	laws	
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•	Re-use	of	digital	content	within	the	portal/web	service	
•	Favourites	/	Bookmarks	
•	Filter	by	for	reviewed	materials	
•	Classrooms	creation	with	students	management	tools	
•	Automatic	code-generation	tool	to	manage	tasks	

 
Table 72 Personalization features from portals analysed in "Study 2" 

Personalization	features	 	
•	Show	content	by:	
o Top	Rated	/	Popular	
o Most	shared	
o Author	
o Material	reviewed	by	each	user	
o Interactions	of	the	latest	/	Top	Rated	/	Most	commented	resources	

•	Show	groups	by	
o More	active	
o Final	user	
o Resource’	topic	
o News	
o My	Groups	
o Communities	

•	“My	space”	function	
•	Automatic	recommendations	based	on	user	profiles	
•	Display	resource	collections	
•	Translation	tools	built	into	the	system	(e.g.,	Google)	
•	Multilingual	Portal	that	offers	the	possibility	to	select	the	preferred	language	
•	Search	history	
•	Set	the	display	depending	on	the	role	
•	See	Stats	content	
•	Manage	access	rights	and	licensing	resources	uploaded	by	users	

	
Table 73 Accessibility features from portals analysed in "Study 2" 

Accessibility	features	 	
•	Visual	Browsing	by	tags	
•	Legible	with	voice	processing	software	
•	Navigable	with	keyboard	
•	Toolbar	for	customizing	the	portal	accessibility	
•	FLOE	Tools	
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Table 74 Sustainability features from portals analysed in "Study 2" 

Sustainability	features	 	
•	Receive	Donations	service	
•	Export	contents	through	widgets	for	inserting	dynamic	content	within	other	websites	
•	Awards	for	the	best	resources	shared	on	the	portal	to	stimulate	the	contribution	of	content	
•	Declare	the	aims	of	the	website/portal	in	the	homepage	

F) Personalization 
Educational resources exponentially increase year by year (Cechinel, Camargo, 

Sánchez-Alonso, & Sicilia, 2014). This fact makes difficult the task of finding relevant 
content that meet the needs of users (Bienkowski & Klo, 2014). Educational portals 
should include personalization functionalities in order to promote their efficiency. 
Automatic recommendation systems constitute one of those services. These 
systems allow content personalization and the modification of portal functionalities by 
taking into account several parameters: the preferences defined by users in their 
profile; the social metadata analysis (Bienkowski & Klo, 2014); the automatic  
educational resources metadata evaluation; the rankings of the resources (Cechinel 
et al., 2014); the automatic evaluation of the users’ comments; as well as other 
recommendation systems, such those described in Manouselis et al. (2014). 

Two out of the fifteen analysed portals (Open Learn and Share.TEC) recommend 
materials for users. These contents are related to those they previously found (since 
resources metadata coincide, have similarities, or fit to users profiles). We consider 
convenient to integrate these and other kind of services that promote content sharing 
and reusing, and activating communities within the portal (for instance, by 
suggesting similar users). 

Other appealing component is the creation of user-personal spaces in the 
portals. These spaces let users manage and see their interaction within the portal 
(e.g., by accessing: their bookmarked resources, their used or shared resources, 
their comments and conversations with other users, etc.; and by showing the 
communities they belong to). 

In the “Study 1” users positively appreciated the existence of these spaces. 
Particularly the space offered by Share.TEC needed improvements based on our 
informants’ views (e.g. by congregating scattered functionalities among pages). We 
suggest to educational portal creators to provide this functionality allowing 
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personalization options (e.g. move/add/delete/modify functions modules, change 
look & feel, etc.) 

With respect to languages, there is a need of allowing users to personalize the 
interface, as well as the results they see in the portal. In this sense, we highlight 
Merlot portal, which shows in first place results in the language preferred by each 
user. We acknowledge appropriate the integration of these functions in portals so 
that they increment their personalization: by showing options for filtering results by 
language, and by showing in first place resources from their preferred languages. 

G) Multiculturality 
To solve multicultural issues portals might use personalization strategies such as 

showing resources and information to them only in their preferred languages (if they 
want to). 

As seen in Share.TEC portal, it integrated little graphic elements. Other portals 
(such as those analysed in chapter 5 of this document) introduced different graphic 
elements that promoted the easy acknowledgment of the kind of resource (through 
icons or picture thumbnails of the resource). 

We believe that the inclusion of icon systems that promote users the recognition 
of resources metadata might universalize and ease the fast recognition of main 
content features. 

Including folksonomies personalized for each user (depending on their language 
preferences) could advocate overcoming resource tagging multicultural barriers. 

Concerning language, informants from “Study 1” thought that coexistence of 
several languages enhanced the system (always that they were able to personalize 
the content languages they wanted to visualize in the system). As seen in chapter 4, 
informants identified as disturbing to see results in languages they did not controlled 
(e.g. an Spanish who does not know Bulgarian, sees his/her interface content in this 
language).  

Furthermore, we consider portals might avoid visual language representation 
through icons of country flags, since there are different vernacular languages in 
some countries, besides a same language can be spoken in several languages. This 
action might cause exclusion feelings. 

H) Usability 
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Some studies reveal that portals in order to be useful for their users need to be 
focused and know their community of practice’ needs (Abras, Maloney-Krichmar, & 
Preece, 2004). Users tend to make a quick evaluation of web portals taking into 
account their visual complexity and expectations of the web depending on the 
service they offer (Tuch, Presslaber, Stöcklin, Opwis, & Bargas-Avila, 2012). This 
judgment influences in their desirability of using the portal. The “Study 1” informants 
negatively evaluated Share.TEC interface. We think this might have been one of the 
factors that determined its low use.  

There exist international standards for helping designing web portals and their 
applications following User-Centred Design methods, such as ISO 9241 (ISO, 2015). 
This standard includes  “usability”, “Human Computer Interaction”, “user-centred 
design”, “navigability”, etc., sub-specifications. These specifications and standards 
allow following certain protocols supporting the creation of usable and accessible 
webs for their users. Moreover they assist on the design of appropriate interfaces for 
users. 

Attending multi-language portals that integrate digital contents, there is a need of 
properly distinguishing the content language vs. the metadata languages (in cases 
where content have multi-language metadata descriptions). Furthermore, platforms 
integrating several languages should provide correct translations in their interfaces 
and functionalities in order to promote portal quality reliability of potential users. 

We acknowledge the number of Share.TEC digital contents, communities and 
users per community through “Study 1”. In “Study 2” we analysed if portals showed 
these data. We recommend portal designers to create statistical functionalities that 
automatically show and update the numeric data of the aforementioned aspects. We 
believe that including this statistics, users get an overview of the kind of portal they 
are in, and let them easily evaluate if it is worthwhile or they should look for other 
service. Share.TEC offered an interesting option, allowing the visualization of the 
number of metadata records as new filtres were added. 
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I) Accessibility 
In concern with accessibility it is important to design inclusive portals that 

guarantee access to everyone. There exist some initiatives and projects which 
provide free tools to overcome web access barriers (e.g., FLOE218 -(2015) -). 

We consider engaging Yalcinap & Emiroglu (2012, pp. 479–480) research 
contributions about accessibility. These authors suggested providing appealing 
names to portals and giving free access to them. 

J) Sustainability 
Among the studies we have analysed we have found some interesting measures 

to increase portal sustainability. We highlight some of them: functionalities to let 
donors provide economical contributions; provide further access to interesting 
functionalities if they pay a monthly/annual fee (e.g. establishing partnerships with 
publishers); offer tools to maximize the visibility of the portal (e.g. export content of 
the portal to other web services (e-mail, social networks, etc.); exportable widgets). 

2.2.3. Pedagogical Issues 
Educational portals should be framed under constructivist and connectivist 

visions. To design portals under this umbrella, they should include tools for 
promoting users collaboration, and content and knowledge exchange. In this sense, 
web 2.0 tools might be included (such as those gathered in this chapter and chapter 
5, as well as functionalities allowing external tools integration (e.g. “Twitter”, “Meet 
up”, “webinars tools”, etc.). 

A) Content licence 
The creation of open educational resources and open licences have to be 

promoted in order to increase their funding impact and reuse (Lund et al., 2010). In 
chapter 1 we gathered the advantages that provide the use of OERs (Open 
Educational Resources). 

                                                             
218 Flexible Learning for Open Education http://www.floeproject.org/index.html / Project from the OCAD 
University that offers free resources for personalising educational spaces. These tools allow overcoming 
content access barriers (both in the web design and in the design of educational materials). 
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We appreciated the complexity of finding the licences of digital contents from 
portals analysed in “Study 2”. This fact entangles the reuse of digital content since 
teachers may feel unsecure about if they are breaking copyright issues (De Vries, 
2013; Downes, 2007).  To defeat this difficulty we propose to explicitly easily show 
licences associated to contents in web portals. We recommend showing this 
information through clear icons. In addition, we suggest portals showing the prices of 
contents (where applicable) to allow users save time in their searches (if they are not 
comfortable with buying contents). 

 

B) Ontologies and Metadata related to educational resources. 
Including ontologies and metadata standards in educational portals constitute a 

necessary strategy to promote metadata automatic harvesting through semantic web 
(Alvino, Bocconi, Boytchev, Earp, & Sarti, 2009; Ferran Ferrer & Minguillón Alfonso, 
2011; Minguillón, Sicilia, & Lamb, 2011; Yalcinalp & Emiroglu, 2012). 

We can find certain Primary and Secondary education common core standards in 
the diverse regions from different countries. Furthermore, these standards can be 
easily mapped among countries (nevertheless, cultural and curricular differences can 
be found). Regarding Higher Education, and in particular teacher education, there 
are multiple structures, since frequently every university have legal authority to 
decide their own curriculum. This means that it is necessary to create 
understandable structures for the various international communities of practice, 
allowing multicultural web spaces for this context. Some measures that can promote 
international web spaces are: the inclusion of shared vocabularies through 
folksonomies and agreed structures and vocabularies (through ontologies with 
different specification levels for every context and or community) 

Currently there are systems that can automatically gather metadata from 
contents (if these follow certain standards and systems are interoperable). However, 
generally these systems do not cover pedagogical tagging, so that it has to be 
manually tagged. 

Due to many users are no willing to manually tag digital contents, we recommend 
the inclusion of mixed systems: educational ontologies (which promote the access of 
resources through pedagogical searches) with folksonomies (allowing users to tag 
resources from their own and others’ materials). Folksonomies hold high educational 
value; both for stimulating the ability of extracting the content of a message as well 
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as for enabling collective construction of sense and learning (Blanco & Ramos, 
2009). 

By creating this kind of mixed systems we believe that: 
3) Probabilities of users enriching contents through comments and metadata 

increase if users have simple systems for doing it (e.g. tagging new 
keywords) and if they believe it is useful (for themselves and/or others) 

4) Pedagogical tagging can improve along time if users can add new tags for 
resources and these are dynamic and reviewed by educational expert 
administrators or users with permissions. We believe that the existence of 
these “dynamic folksonomies” in a portal could lead to retrieving more 
pedagogical accurate resources. 

As we have seen among the different analysed portals in this doctoral thesis, 
sometimes we found resources tagged for a concrete level or area. At all events, 
some of them could perfectly fit with other levels or areas depending on the 
pedagogical strategies and objectives they are used for. Therefore we raise 
folksonomies as a functionality that enriches portal content. We suggest portals allow 
users to create tags for the experience of use of the contents (we believe this 
measure can increase content reuse). 

Competences must be included in the content pedagogical tagging metadata 
fields. Along analysed portals from this research, half of them tag their contents with 
this field. European educational policies tend to value the importance of acquiring 
competences to equip people with strategies for adapting the changing social and 
working demands. As part of the social system, Higher Education and teacher 
training also require this adaptation by achieving certain competences (Bozu & 
Canto Herrera, 2009; European Commission, 2010, 2013c, 2013d; Rodríguez 
Rosell, Berlanga Fernández, & Sedeño Valdellós, 2013; Ruíz Requies, 2009). 

Moreover, metadata fields must be understandable by communities they are 
devoted to. In the Share.TEC case study we found highly tech metadata fields that 
caused confusion to its informants (such as “application – .pdf”). Informants 
requested the incorporation of familiar educational fields that were not included in 
Share.TEC ontology (e.g. “Webquest”, “educational rubric”, “research article”) 

In addition we conclude throughout our data that indicating the pedagogical 
principles every resource is based on can lead the decision to use or not a concrete 
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pedagogical content (depending on the educational purpose and the level of 
structuration of the resource). 

C) Quality of content 
Populating repositories is a complex task. Systems that provide automatic 

pedagogical tags to resources should be promoted. Educational metadata standards 
are needed for enabling this. “Study 1” evidences suggests that the Share.TEC 
ontology was positively esteemed by its informants (from different countries). We 
suggest keep on working on refining the “Teacher Education Ontology” proposed by 
the Share.TEC project, creating a pedagogical metadata standard for teacher 
education based on LOM-IEEE (as well as the creation of its specifications for 
covering the different cultural contexts). 

Clements et al. (2015) reveal in their research that emerging educational web 
portals/services require experts to provide more attention in their administration and 
their content management. Lund et al. (2010) state that the key of the success of an 
educational portal has to do with quality offered in its early stages.  

Subsequently it can be given more independence to portal’ users for managing 
content. At this stage, efforts have to be focused on engaging users in the 
community and activating it. Clements et al. (2015) propose integrating several 
mechanisms for managing quality (e.g. peer review, comments, social tagging, 
bookmarks, subscriptions, rankings, etc.) 
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Table 1 gathers the main facets we consider (based on this research evidences) 
for guarantee quality content. These measure deal with three dimensions: metadata 
users descriptions, content variety, and the content itself: 

Table 1 Digital content quality dimensions and components 

Dimension	 Components	
Metadata	 Complete	pedagogical	and	technical	metadata	descriptions	
Diversity	 Educational	type	and	technical	format	content	variety		
The	content	 Useful	contents	for	the	educational	areas	they	are	devoted	to,	

accredited	by	these	criteria	(based	on	others’	researches	(Clements	
et	al.,	2015;	Clements	&	Pawlowski,	2012)	and	on	our	research	
evidences:	

 Author	name	
 Author	reputation	
 Ranking	(average)	
 Qualitative	evaluations	from	users	
 Pedagogical	Tagging	
 Quality	collaborative	instruments:	
o Comments	
o Peer	review	
o Social	Tagging	
o Favourites	
o RSS	

Presence	of	OERs	in	the	portal.	OERs	could	be	re-used	by	other	
professionals	by	remodelling	them	(if	licence	allows	this)	and	re-
sharing	their	improved	or	re-contextualized	version.	Remodelling	
and	providing/receiving	feedback	can	provide	improvements	in	
content	quality	(Hylén,	Damme,	Dirk,	Mulder,	&	D’Antoni,	2012;	
Yuan,	MacNeill,	&	Kraan,	2008).	

Informants from “Study 1” thought that the “author name” and “ranking” criteria 
constituted the elements that more accurately described content quality. In this study 
we appreciate the difficulty of evaluating content quality, since, sometimes, 
pedagogical metadata provided to digital contents is very subjective and contextual-
dependent (e.g. educational level, competencies, etc.). This subjectivity can only be 
reduced by the participation of an active community constituted by a sufficient 
number of people that would allow diversity of opinions and simultaneously the 
convergence of ideas. 
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Among analysed portals, “Connexions” offered “Lenses”. This functionality 
allowed users, editors or managers from institutions sharing “curated content” 
(Guallar & Leiva-Aguilera, 2013). 

D) Diversity of Content 
Informants from Share.TEC’ case study revealed they used high diversity of 

digital content types. This means that a system for sharing and retrieving digital 
contents for this population has to offer a large variety of media types (audio, video, 
picture, text), as well as educational diversity. 

2.2.4. Social issues 
Firstly a portal needs a community requesting the service in order it is accepted 

and largely used by final users of certain context. Secondly, attending the high 
diversity end prolix quantity of existent educational portals, these have to include an 
outfit of aspects that guarantee the portal success, by combining: 

 The integration of elements that improve existent solutions (e.g. a field-specific 
ontology which promotes retrieving and reuse of content). 

 Offering quality services and quality digital contents: in form and content. 
 Providing accessible and Usable services. 
Portals need of communities of users engaged if they want to be successful. 

Some researches show that networks became active as number of cooperative 
activities increase in the portal (or web service) (Bessenyei, 2008). Hearn & White 
(2009) synthetized main relevant aspects that support communities of practice: 

 Smallest communities allow the promotion of a higher feeling of confidence than 
bigger communities. Participants have less fear of participating in the 
evaluation of content in the small communities. Furthermore, these 
communities promote the experimentation and innovation activities. 

 Members of larger communities may use their good expert reputation in their 
field, creating valuable ideas and influencing in their knowledge area. In this 
sense, these communities allow knowledge validation and promote the 
adoption of new ideas and practices. Besides, users get benefits from the 
coexistence of people with multiple views, promoting the knowledge critical 
review. These communities allow a larger dissemination of best practices. 
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In “Study 1” we asked users about the necessity of the existence of a portal 
similar to Share.TEC. Informants considered that this system would be very 
interesting and useful for sharing educational contents and experiences. 

According to the type of areas the portal should include, informants reflected that 
a multidisciplinary network would stimulate sharing more number of contents. Thus 
we believe that an ideal solution would be to foster the coexistence of both types of 
communities (larger and smaller), by creating a large community hosting sub-
communities. 

In addition we think this kind of spaces could provide teachers resources of 
quality and interesting resources (since they have been filtered by other users). 
Likewise evidences informants provided suggest that the ability of watching what 
others shared stimulates and inspires sharing and remodelling educational digital 
content and experiences. 

In this sense we support Lund et al. (2010) recommendations gathered in their 
EDRENE report dealing with ways of engage users in portals. Hereafter we expand 
them and provide the following suggestions: 

 Integrating existent social tools for accessing the portal as well as for establishing 
“friends” networks inside the portal (sending invitations to friends by e-mail, 
name of other users if they are already registered, etc.); using similar 
technologies they are familiarized with (importing friends from Facebook, etc.) 

 Creating simple interfaces that look like systems they frequently use (social 
networks) for promoting user interaction. 

 Hiring a community manager (besides their administrators) for activating the 
community and offering updated information services by areas (scholarships, 
grants, highlights, highlighted person, employment offers for teachers/teacher 
educators, etc.).  

 Engage existent communities of users for using the portal and foster its 
expansion. Furthermore we propose the possibility of the coexistence of sub-
communities by area/topic inside a bigger community. This could serve for 
getting the most of the small and large communities. It is important to devote 
much effort on activating the community as researches from the literature (i.e., 
Clements et al., 2015; Minguillón et al., 2011, p. 35; Tosato, Carramolino 
Arranz, & Rubia Avi, 2014) and Share.TEC show. These researches consider 
this aspect as one of the most relevant for communities’ success.  
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 We support Lund et al. (2010) research results considering relevant building 
trustiness, reputation and brand, promoting users feeling secure as part of the 
community. 

 It is important to explicitly state mission and vision of the portal. We understand 
this fact through “Study 1”, where users did not know what the portal was for at 
a first glance.  

 There might be offered rewards and incentives for stimulating users participation 
in the portal (participating in discussions, ranking contents, showing the 
number of friends, showing persons who joined the portal after a user invited 
them, showing resources they have contribute with, etc.) For instance we 
believe it is very useful providing badges. This is a practice imported from 
“gammification” that is being expanded to learning management systems 
(Haaranen, Ihantola, Hakulinen, & Korhonen, 2014), portals for sharing digital 
content (e.g. Merlot), MOOCs and online courses (e.g. MITx) (Young, 2012), 
educational institutions that offer acknowledgment to users for contributing in 
certain topics, etc. Some researches show that using badges encourage 
participation because users increase: social reputation, self-esteem, 
recognition, etc. (Gibson, Ostashewski, Flintoff, Grant, & Knight, 2013; 
Haaranen et al., 2014; Hakulinen, Auvinen, & Korhonen, 2013; Young, 2012) 

 We recommend that the functionality community could be shown in every page of 
the interface. As we learnt from Share.TEC case study’ informants this is a 
relevant aspect in these environments. 

 Lund et al. (2010) stated that users’ communities work better in real scenarios. In 
this sense we consider positive to integrate web tools that allow users 
organize face to face meetings, such as  “Meetup219”.  

 Furthermore, we recommend providing tools to promote virtual meetings: chat, 
videoconference, etc. (even according agreements with existing web service 
providers, e.g. “Google tools”). In this way users have enough tools for 
increasing their sense of community and generating face to face and/or online 
public and/or private meetings. Webinars could also be dynamized (such as 
those offered in the “Internet en el Aula” educational network) 

                                                             
219 Social tool allows users to find people with similar interests (for leisure activities, professional 
activities, etc.) by location. The app offers free services to attendees and fees for those creating 
meetings http://www.meetup.com.  
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 We suggest incorporating statistics of the number of resources “shared today”, 
“shared this week”, “shared this month”, as well as the people who mot 
contributed with metadata or resources in those periods. 

 We believe that launching educational challenges for users of the portal/web 
service could be a useful strategy for boosting the improvement of content’ 
quality (as seen in “OER Commons” portal) and for encouraging sharing. 

 Supporting sharing content can promote social participation and the improvement 
of digital resources (e.g. a community manager proposes members to share 
their “own-created” preferred digital content). 

3. Research limitations 
During the development of this work we have detected some research’ 

limitations. Among the most relevant ones we underscore the following:  
With respect to informants’ evaluation instruments and tests many of them were 

gathered to provide information to the Share.TEC project. Research pilots and 
instruments mainly focused on finding informants’ habits of using technology and 
their opinions about Share.TEC portal. 

This constraint has limited the informants’ sample representativeness. As seen in 
chapter 4, we performed statistical significance tests with data that allowed us to do 
this. We consider appropriate to select significant samples for future researches 
about this topic. This would allow comparing data tests/instruments and provide 
reliability and validity evidence. 

As gathered in chapter 4, we have detected two questions where we could have 
improved the question formulation (e.g. we asked informers of survey [35] if they 
were members of any community of practice; if they knew what a community of 
practice was; and if they had belong anytime to a community of practice. We 
obtained inconsistent data, since there were more users claiming to be part of a 
community of practice than assuring to know what it was). 

In future researches we would have to do a proper review of the questionnaire for 
establishing the convenient clarifications).  

Another limitation of this research refers to “the Hawthorne effect” (Chandler & 
Munday, 2011; Macefield, 2007; Sedgwick & Greenwood, 2015). This effect 
suggests that participants’ natural behaviour can be modified if they know they are 
being observed and studied. We cannot control if data has been affected by these 
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variations when we performed pilot tests of the Share.TEC portal (since they took 
place with all users in a same room and we asked them to perform tasks).  

In the “Study 2” sample was constrained to 15 portals. We wanted to analyse in 
depth the items from our evaluation model. We decide that number of portals in 
order to perform an approachable investigation. This study could be complemented 
with a more numerous and representative sample from every kind of web space. 

Furthermore, in “Study 2” portals were analysed throughout last 3 years. 
Educational portals continuously evolve and are scaled with new functionalities 
taking into account their user needs and the evolution of emerging educational tools. 
For this reason we have tried to update the more relevant data concerning our items’ 
evaluation model (items not updated have been specified in chapter 5). 

Once we have established the main constraints we have detected in our 
research, we proceed determining the future work directions that will be performed 
trying to overcome previous research limitations. 

4. Future work directions 
The main conclusions of this research have been integrated in this chapter, 

supplementing particular studies conclusions gathered in “chapter 4” (Share.TEC 
case study conclusions) and “chapter 5” (portals’ comparative analysis conclusions). 
Main limitations have been also outlined. In this section we gather future work 
directions related with this research: 

4.1. Building an educational web portal for the Spanish 
“Information and Communication Technology” teacher 
educators’ community: 

We have previously defined conceptual design recommendations for creating 
educational portals. One of our main future directions deals with performing a proof 
of concept of an educational web portal for sharing digital contents and experiences 
in a concrete community. The chosen community is Spanish teacher educators of 
Educational Technology. The reason for this selection is this is an active (they tend 
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to generate and share more digital content than teachers from other areas) and 
demarcated community220. 

To do so, firstly we would perform a mixed questionnaire (integrating qualitative 
and quantitative questions) that would allow us to evaluate the aspects we defined in 
the conclusions of this research. We will take into account lessons learnt in this 
investigation, in order we can get statistically-significant data about needs of the 
community for using and sharing digital content and experiences. 

We would perform a review of existent portals integrating quality open 
educational resources for teacher educators. Initially we would constraint this 
research on Spain and Latino-America. We will consider the option of establishing 
agreements with portal owners for federating their contents with the portal we want 
to design. 

We would perform a mixed method research (Creswell & Plano Clarck, 2010; 
Creswell, 2003, 2014). After data from the questionnaire would be analysed there 
would be created a portal mock-up. To do so, we would take into account usability 
standards and recommendations. Furthermore, we would integrate functionalities 
and recommendations we propose in this research. 

We will perform iterative design and evaluation cycles. Following user-centred 
design (e.g. Lowdermilk, 2013; UsabilityNet, 2003), we will select 5 (Nielsen, 2000)  
“ICT” teachers educators per mock-up evaluation. After the every iteration evaluation 
we would remodel and re-evaluate the mock-up. First mock-up designs will be very 
basic visually in order informants focus their attention in the portal functionalities. 
After restructuring the portal based on informants evidences, there will be presented 
its first final version. 

Furthermore we would modify Share.TEC Teacher Education Ontology (e.g. 
adding terms for describing contents that teachers generally use:  research paper, 
Webquest, book chapter, educational portal, etc.) as well as the metadata model 
attending “Study 1” recommendations. 

To accomplish this work we would need the collaboration of an interdisciplinary 
group that would provide the knowledge of every area implied in the portal 

                                                             
220 One of these associations is “RUTE” (“Red Universitaria de Tecnología Educativa”) (University 
network of Educational Technology) that organizes events for disseminating progress and experiences 
from this field http://www.rute.edu.es/. 
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development. We consider this team would need from the following roles: librarian, 
computer scientist, sociologist, teacher educators and economist. 

We will propose this portal to the Spanish Ministry of Education and Science for 
funding its release, dissemination and maintenance (initially through a project 
application; later through providing resources for covering maintenance, updating 
and management associated costs).  

One of the lessons we learnt has to do with designing flexible, scalable and 
interoperable architectures. This structures ease the integration in the portal of new 
teacher communities belonging to other areas, the automatic inclusion of metadata 
based in standards (e.g., LOM, DC), as well as the integration of metadata related to 
resources through “folksonomies” (thus facilitating content multiculturality).   

We consider appropriate federating content from existent portals (bringing 
together in this way scattered content from the net). There should be included in the 
portal an easy management tool that would allow completing content metadata (e.g. 
copying somehow the “Mendeley” library management tool software, that would 
allow users to tag and modify their metadata). This fact would facilitate to a large 
extent users content contribution, since this would help saving time (usually teachers 
complained from their lack of time, as seen in “Study 1”). This app would serve as 
their content management space as well as would promote enriching contents from 
the portal favouring other members of its community. 

New semantic web opens the door to gathering spread contents. Combining 
semantic web to the appropriate social collaboration tools empowers the generation 
of large resource banks contextualized through short descriptions and user’s 
contributions. 

Building this portal would ease achieving European institutions outlined 
objectives associated with improvements of teacher training. Especially by promoting 
educational content and experiences sharing spaces, as stated in “chapter 1” of this 
work (European Commission, 2013a, 2013b, 2013d; UNESCO, 2003, 2011, 2013, 
2014; Unión Europea, 2007). 

We perceive highly relevant activating communities. In this sense, we would start 
this portal with localized communities. We will include different strategies that would 
promote users participation and exchange of knowledge and contents.  

If this experience succeeds, we would expand the metadata model and 
educational ontology to host new countries. Initially we would try to engage Spanish 
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users (adapting them to the linguistic contextual requirements of every region). 
Subsequently, we would adapt the portal for integrating Latin-American contexts. 
Finally, we would scale the portal for hosting other international contexts. 

We will include different strategies for activating communities (e.g. badges, 
gammification approaches, and other strategies promoting participation, reward and 
user recognition in the community). 

Regarding badges, there are already developed solutions such as “Mozilla 
Backpack” that could be integrated in portals. This is a freeware that allows any 
institution create, issue and verify “open badges” (Mozilla, 2014). This measure is a 
goof practice used by Open Learn (from the Open University of United Kingdom), 
MiriadaX (MOOCs platform) and numerous educational institutions. 

Moreover, platform should include technological functionalities that would 
promote communication among participants in the net, as well as promoting 
collaboration among teachers from different contexts. 

Content types from the portal would focus mainly in integrating OERs. As 
literature research evidences state and as we believe, they can provide big benefits 
for education. They promote content reuse and modification and can be used in a 
global scale. Thus, they favour disadvantaged communities having access to quality 
contents. 

4.2. Applying lessons learnt for improving the design of other 
educational spaces 

Another challenge we intend to address in a future is the application of lessons 
learnt around educational, technological and social issues for improving existent 
educational environments (for sharing content as well as for learning management). 
We would like to focus on the following environments:  

4.2.1. Virtual Learning Environments and Multi-User Virtual 
environments 

We would deep on CSCL theories, incorporating new tools to environments that 
would promote a connectivist learning in these spaces, as well as the collaborative 
creation of educational content.  
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We would select the Information and “Communication Technologies in 
Education” courses for pre-service teachers. We will research needs from this 
context related to: pedagogy (educational methodologies, activities and evaluation 
performed in these courses); technology (depending on educational aspects, we will 
research what technology solutions they use and how they could be improved); and 
social (allowing collaboration among the different “actors” that participate in the 
course).  

We will restructure these environments (e.g. Moodle) integrating the required 
tools for achieving the courses’ educational outcomes, as well as the necessary tools 
for promoting collaboration among teachers and students through the platform. This 
will favour to know others’ educational practises, in a way that educational processes 
could be improved and redefined. Through the Spanish RUTE network we will 
strengthen the creation of OER from their teachers and students from this teachers. 
There has to be noticed that OER on themselves do not improve access and quality 
to higher education resources. For guarantying relevant and meaningful resources 
(Wong, Wong, & Pang, 2015) there should be used mechanisms as those defined in 
this thesis to evaluate their quality (e.g., ranking, other authors’ comments, number 
of people that evaluated the resource, experience of use of the content, etc.)  

For training teachers in these directions we will propose a webinar for RUTE 
teacher educators/teachers willing to collaborate in this project. We will ask them to 
share their created resources in an OER digital portal (this could be the portal 
defined in section 4.1 from this chapter). We will also encourage them to motivate 
their students for creating and sharing OERs. 

4.2.2. Course Management platforms (MOOCs and SPOCs):  
These kind of environments sometimes don’t take care of active pedagogies, 

becoming mere content repositories that provide static content and issue 
certifications following behaviourist learning principles (e.g. test verifying a student 
has achieved course main outcomes). 

We propose studying good educational practices promoting constructivist and 
connectivist learning among participants. We will evaluate the role of educational 
tools in promoting these types of learning experiences. To that end we will create a 
design proposal for creating MOOCs and SPOCs. For the design there will be taken 
into account lessons learnt through this thesis, as well as the analysis of educational, 
technological and social good practices from these environments. 
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Finally, it will be designed a tool for analysing MOOC and SPOCs platforms 
based on literature research combined with the “portal evaluation model” we created 
(see chapter 5). We will focus on the educational processes having place in these 
environments. This research could be framed in the context of the RESET project 
(Delgado Kloos, 2014), where the research team GSIC-EMIC is participating. In 
order to promote OER best practices in MOOCs and SPOOCs environments there 
will be analysed the elements (educational, social and technological) that influence in 
these contexts.  

4.3. Improvement of the “evaluation model of educational portals” 
We would like to improve the portals’ evaluation model we proposed in “Study 2” 

from this thesis. To do so we will integrate our model with the one generated by 
other library scientists (Santos-Hermosa, Ferran, & Abadal, 2015). We would like to 
collaborate with them221 providing a portals’ multidisciplinary analysis model. 
Educators and library scientists will validate this model in order to incorporate their 
suggested improvements. Finally we will propose an analysis of current “teacher 
education content and experiences” portals. We aim helping teachers to decide 
whether the portals will be useful for them. 

Lastly I would like to conclude this dissertation willing this research ease the path 
to other investigations. Furthermore, I wish this work constitute the framework 
reference for my future work. 

 

                                                             
221 In 2012 I had the chance of doing a research visit to the Open University of United Kingdom. There I 
met the librarian and researcher Gema Santos-Hermosa. I was able to collaborate with her during three 
months. Currently we have common research interests and works since she is analysing educational 
portals from other views and items. We will generate soon the integration of both researches. 
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